With use of a method of Arnol'd, we derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for the formal stability of a parallel shear flow in a three-dimensional stratified fluid. When the local Richardson number defined with respect to density variations is everywhere greater than unity, the equilibrium is formally stable under nonlinear pertrubations. The essential physical content of the nonlinear stability result is that the total energy acts as a "potential well" for deformations of the fluid across constant density surfaces~this well is required to have definite curvature to assure stability under these deformations. PACS numbers: 47.20.+m, 03.40.Gc, 92.10.Dh in a domain on whose boundary the normal component of the velocity u must vanish and the density p must be constant. In (1) and (2), p is Jhe presthe flow. Our criterion is that the local Richardson number defined with respect to variations across constant-density surfaces must be greater than 1. This focuses attention on the realm between -+ and 1 for intensive theoretical and experimental investigation.
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We treat stability in the Boussinesq approximation With use of a method of Arnol'd 1 and others,2,3 we have investigated the nonlinear stability of twoand three-dimensional incompressible flows of an inviscid stratified fluid treated as a Hamiltonian system. In this note, we report on the application of this technique to the important case of a shear flow with velocity profile U (z), and density profile p (z). We do not present the full set of conditions for nonlinear stability of this flow, but do exhibit the necessary and sufficient conditions for the formal stability of the flow. Formal stability means that a certain functional of the flow fields is definite in sign. Given formal stability, nonlinear stability requires additional convexity estimates to be satisfied. These do not alter the physical implications of the conditions derived here. 3
The two-dimensional analysis 4 of the stratified fluid equations linearized about a planar shear flow U (z), p (z), shows that neutral stability (purely imaginary spectrum) occurs provided the Richardson number is everywhere greater than -+. Here we derive the analogous criterion for formal stability for three-dimensional nonlinear deformations of a -(-"\7)- 
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